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2017–18 FIAT LUX SEMINARS

Arts & Humanities

Ancient Near East 19
Aaron Burke ●●, F17
Ancient Warfare and Modern Concerns

Classics 19
Robert Gurval ●●, W18
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Architecture—Famous Names, Forgotten People.

Comparative Literature 19
Kathleen Komar ●●●, F17
Short Works of Franz Kafka, or How Modern World Works
David MacFadyen ●, F17
Humanities at UCLA: What’s the Future
David MacFadyen ●, W18
Global Sex
David MacFadyen ●, S18
What’s Sex Got to Do with It? Racial and Gender Formations in U.S.
Ross Shideler ●●●, S18
Poets and Desire

English 19
King-Kok Cheung ●, F17
Insurgent Chinese American Poetry: Marilyn Chin and Russell Leong
Jascha Kessler ●●, F17
Fred D’Aguiar, F17
What a Poem Says: Three Fundamental Modes of Poetry
Karen Rowe ●●●, W18
Origins of Identity: History and Memory in Women’s Poetry
Brian Stafeks ●●, W18, S18
Introduction to Screenwriting
Avind Thomas, W18
Prison and Literary Production
Richard Yarborough ●, S18
Stories in Black: 100 Years of African American Short Fiction

Design | Media Arts 19
Erkki Huhtamo ●●●, S18
What is Media Culture?
Victoria Vesna ●, S18
UCLA Centennial Initiative: North and South, Inventions and Discoveries

Film and Television 19
Steven Anderson, S18
War Between Data and Images: from Surveillance to Data Visualization
William McDonald ●●, S18
Art of Cinematography

Ethnomusicology 19
Mark Kligman, S18
Jewish American Experience through Music
Katherine Lee, S18
Critical K-Pop
Roger Savage ●●●, F17, W18
Music Theory through Recorder
**Science and Technology**

**Astronomy 19**
Brad Hansen, S18
Asteroid Mining and Threat Mitigation

**Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences 19**
Tina Treude, S18
Oceanographic Field Trip

**Biological Chemistry 19**
Timothy Lane ●, S18
Global movement of peoples and disease: Public perceptions vs evidence

**Biomedical Research 19**
Anahid Jewett ●, F17
Novel Topics and Discoveries in Oral Biology, Medicine, and Dentistry

**Civil and Environmental Engineering 19**
Jennifer Jay ●, F17, W18
Foodprint: Connections between Food and Environment
Jennifer Jay ●, S18
Understanding our Environmental Foodprint

**Chemistry 19**
Neil Garg ●, W18
Innovating and Educating in 21st Century

**Community Health 19**
Neal Baer, F17
Soda Politics: How Product with No Nutritional Value Earns Billions

**Computer Science 19**
Junghoo Cho, S18
Brain and Me: What Brain Research Tells about Study and Life

**Earth, Planetary, and Space Sciences 19**
Kevin McKeegan, S18
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Apollo, Humanity’s First Steps into Cosmos
Hilke Schlichting, S18
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Life and Work of Five Female UCLA Scientists

**Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 19**
Donald Buth ●●●, F17, W18, S18
Parasites: Eating Us Alive
Patricia Gowaty, S18
Evolution and Sexism
Stephen Hubbell, S18
Extinction
Peter Nonacs ●●●, F17, S18
Evolutionary Medicine: How Natural Selection Helps Us Understand Why We Get Sick

**Culture and Society**

**African American Studies 19**
Charles Alexander ●●●, F17, S18
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Social Justice, Student Activism, and Academic Advancement Program
Kathleen Lytle Hernandez ●●, S18
Black Mental Health Matters
Patricia Turner ●, F17
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Arthur Ashe and Second Half of 20th Century

**American Indian Studies 19**
Kyle Mays, S18
Indigenous Millennials and Decolonization in North America

**Anthropology 19**
Daniel Fessler ●●●●, F17, S18
Animals in Translation: Evolutionary Approaches to Animal Thinking and Autism
Alan Fiske ●, F17
Emotional Responses to Kittens, Reunions, Gods, and Nations
Alan Fiske ●, W18
Crying at Cute Kittens, Weddings, and Reunions

**Asian American Studies 19**
Lucy Burns ●, W18
DACA Lives and Dreams

**Central and Eastern Europe Studies 19**
Roman Koropeckyj, S18
Language, Identity, and Power in Post-Communist World

**Chicana/o Studies 19**
Leisy Abrego, W18
Undocumented, UnDACmented: Immigrant Students and Immigration Rights
Charlene Villasenor Black ●, S18
Immigration Experience through Arts

**Communication 19**
Dee Bridgewater ●●●, W18
Cinema Therapy: Movies and Mental Health
Dee Bridgewater ●●●, S18
Movie Monsters: Monster Movies
Martie Haselton ●●●, S18
Hormonal: The Hidden Intelligence of Hormones
Kerri Johnson ●●, W18 (2 sections)
Can You Judge Book by Its Cover?
Francis Steen ●, S18 (2 sections)
Mindful Learning: Exploring Your Own Perceptions, Emotions, and Thinking

**Economics 19**
Youssef Benzarti, S18
Facts about Inequality
Moshe Buchinsky, F17
College Education: Should We Go to College?
Denis Chetverikov, S18
Big Data, Deep Learning, and Economics
Francois Geerolf, S18
Economics of Superstars
Michela Giorcelli, F17
Economics of Innovation, Ideas, and Growth
Martin Hackmann, S18
Health Care Spending, Health Insurance, and Health Inequality
Adriana Lleras-Muney ●, W18
Missing Women: Facts and Controversies
Katherine Meckel, W18
Food for Thought: Pros and Cons of Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
Moritz Meyer-ter-Vehn ●, F17
Games of Strategy
Volker Nocke, W18
Antitrust Economics
Lee Ohanian ●, S18
Economics of Sports
Andres Santos, F17
Deviations from Rationality: Introduction to Behavioral Economics

Education 19
Marjorie Orellana ●●, S18
Language, Education, and Superdiversity
Robert Rhoads ●●●, F17
Student Activism from Sixties to Present
Robert Teranishi, W18
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Recognizing and Serving Asian American and Pacific Islander Students

Global Studies 19
Ann Kerr ●●●●, F17
U.S. Values versus U.S. Interests in Greater Middle East Diplomacy
Ann Kerr ●●●●●●, W18, S18
Perceptions of U.S. Abroad: Discussions with Visiting Fulbright Scholars
Daniel Kim, W18
Hollywood Cinema and 2008 Financial Crisis

History 19
S. Scott Bartschy ●●●●●●, F17
Honor and Shame in Clash of World Cultures and Religions
James Gelvin ●●●●●●, F17
New Middle East: Crisis and Conflict
Tobias Higbie ●, F17
Hamilton at Work: Ambition, Belonging, and Memory in Diverse and Divided Nation
Vinay Lal ●●●●●, F17
Martin Luther King's Sermons and Quest for Social Justice
Vinay Lal ●●●●●, S18
Essaying America
Ghislaine Lydon ●●, W18
Arabs, Berbers, and Africans or Politics of Race in Africa
William Marotti ●, F17
Perceptions of U.S. Abroad: Discussions with Visiting Fulbright Scholars

Honors 19
David Taylor ●●●●, F17, W18, S18
Mental Illness and Movies
Nancy Wayne ●●●●, W18
Gender Issues in Education and Career Advancement: Problems and Problem-Solving

Information Studies 19
John Richardson, Jr. ●●●●, W18
Just Google It

Korean 19
John Duncan ●●●●, W18
Jennifer Jung-Kim ●●, W18
K-Beauty: More than Skin Deep
John Duncan ●●●●, S18
Jennifer Jung-Kim ●●, S18
Remembering May 18 Kwangju Democratization Movement

Military Science 19
Shannon Stammersky, F17
UCLA Centennial Initiative: One Hundred Years of Bruin Leaders

Political Science 19
Lorrie Frasure-Yokley, W18
Thriving as First-Generation College Student
Susanne Lohmann ●●●●, S18
Universities and New Nationalism
Arthur Stein, S18
The State of the Postwar Liberal International Order and Trump Foreign Policy

Portuguese 19
Jose Passos, S18
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Origins of Brazil

Sociology 19
Stefan Bargheer, S18
Environment and Society
Phillip Bonacich ●●, F17
Still Connected? Has Social Life Declined or Expanded in Internet Age?
Rebecca Enigh ●●, F17
Do We Make a Difference? Social Change in Theory and Practice
S. Michael Gaddis, F17, W18
Black Los Angeles: History, Public Policy, and Culture

Sponsored by UCLA Centennial Initiative: One Hundred Years of Bruin Leaders

Global Migration

Jeffrey Guhin, F17
Why Do We Have Schools?
Rubén Hernández-León ●●●●, F17
Back in Homeland: Diverse Experiences of Mexican Return Migration
Jeffrey Prager, W18, S18
Role of Remembering and Memorialization in Overcoming American Racism
Gabriel Rossman ●●, W18
Be Our Guest: Sociology of Feasts
Roger Waldinger ●●, W18
Global Migration